CONCRETE FORMWORK ACCESSORIES SOLUTIONS

FORMWORK & CONCRETE ACCESSORIES
TIMBER FILLET MOULD

Timber Profile
Unit:mm
Date:09/01/2017

Triangular timber fillet creates a neat chamfered edge on formed
corners on concrete structures such as columns, slabs and on top
of finished upstands/hobs. It is also used to create drip grooves in
exposed slab soffits.
Description
Fillet Mould Timber 2900mm

Code Number
FT29

PLASTIC FILLET MOULD

25mm

4mm
Big Plastic Profile
Unit:mm
Date:09/01/2017

Triangular plastic fillet has sufficient flex to follow curves in
formwork. Made from solid plastic, it is recoverable and re-usable.
The fillet creates a neat chamfered edge on formed concrete
structures and halts grout loss whilst leaving an off-form smooth
finish. It is also used to create drip grooves in exposed slab soffits.
It is easy to fix and strip
Description
Fillet Mould Plastic 2.9m
Fillet Mould Plastic 2.9m 12mm
Fillet Mould Plastic 4.0m
Fillet Mould Plastic 4.0m Winged

19mm

19mm

Small Plastic Profile
Unit:mm
Date:09/01/2017

16mm

16mm

22mm

Code Number
FP29
FP2912
FP4
FP4W

Hand held fillet cutters with heavy duty construction for durability . They are ideal
for cutting formwork timber fillets, PVC fillets and PVC conduits and are designed
for a fast straight cut or angled mitre cutting of fillet.

Plastic Fillet Shears

Code Number
PFC

SCREEDMASTER CHAIR
The Screedmaster chair is an adjustable, multipurpose plastic chair used to
hold suspended formwork for set downs, rebates and steps on concrete slabs.
The Screedmaster chair is designed to hold forms on metal decks and/or
conventional formwork decks. The base can be fastened down using staples,
nails or screws. It has an adjustable threaded height range of 125mm - 245mm
and is lightweight yet sturdy and can be left in the concrete.
Description

Code Number

Screedmaster

SCREEDM

FORMPLY REPAIR PLUGS
Formply plastic repair plugs insert into plywood to plug unwanted drill holes and prevent concrete slurry slipping through.
This makes the sheet reusable and leaves the concrete flat.
Description

42

11mm

11mm

FILLET CUTTERS

Description

2mm

Code Number

Formply Repair Plug 14mm

FRP14

Formply Repair Plug 17mm

FRP17

Formply Repair Plug 21mm

FRP21

Formply Repair Plug 24mm

FRP24

15mm

